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Abstract
There is an increased recognition
that companies
compete
on a wide
range
of
dimensions whose evaluation
cannot
be confhed to narrow financial
performance
indicators The challenge
is to developnon-frnancial
indicators which capture
the
and
flexibilityissues of today'scustomer
oriented
competitive
quality, service
strategies
For service businessesthe challenge is intensified;
services
are perishable so fiuctuationsin demand cannot
be mEmaged
using
the stock control policies
in

common

manufacturing

so ensuring

consistency

of

contact

with

customers

junior
personnel are
in the delivery of the service;

relatively

This paper
quality is dirncult.

the influence of
by investigating the

explores

systems,
performance measurement
approaches
adepted
within
two successfu1
UK organisations,
one
service
(ArthurAndersen), the other a mass service (TNT). There
service

process

Further,

environments.

ftequentlythe key points of
on

professional
are three comtwo areas
of divera

systems
and
properties of the performance measurement
gence. The common
properties are clarty; there is clear communication
within
the organisation,
consistenay;
the perfbrmance
gy to individuals
adopted
support
the corporate
strategy,
and
range;
both organisations
over a range
of financial and
non-financial
dimensions as
performance
mon

in the literature.
Diffbrencesemerge
in the mechanisms
used
and
the apphoach
to providing flexibilby,
the how ofperfbrmance

to

of stratemeasures
measure
advocated

measure

quady

measurement.
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1. Inroductiton
of any
organisation
is how well are we doing9
question fbr management
The answer
to this has traditionallybeen expressed
in terms of financialperfbrmance
face increasingly challenging
competitive
environments
the focus
but as organisations
such
as quality,flexibility
and
customer
service;
conhas switched to other measures
centrating
on
a single indicator
of performance, such as profit,is no longer enough.
decide which
measures
are relevant
to itspartcular
How, though, does an organisation
business? The act of measuring
something
can itself
drivethe business,fbr as most
managers
now
understand
Equally what
is not
gets mesured
gets managed".
measured
tends to be ignored,so a company
must
ensure
that those things are measured which
itbelieves are itstrue drivers of success. Additionally,many factorsinterhence
relate so improvement on one dimension can lead to deterioration on another,
activity
must
be integrated into a coherent
any measurement
performance measurement
system.
The fbcusof this paper is to investigatehew two successfu1, yet very dif
by comparferenttypes of service business in the UK are coping with these challenges
ing their performance measurement
systems
with
prescriptionsfrom recent literature
that is,how does the ser'vice process influence the
on performance measurement;
choice of performance measurement
system.
The two organisations
considered
are
Arthur Andersen, the professional accounting
and
consultancy
firm, and TNT, the
mass
distributorof parcels.

A

central

"what

This paper is arranged
in six sections.
The next section identifiesa set of common
from a review
of three performance
measureprescriptionsfor performance measures
ment
frameworks. Sectionthree explores
the special characteristics
of service
businesses
leading to implications for performance maesurement.
A briefcommentary
on
the perfbrmance measurement
systems
used in the two case organisations
is provided
in section fbur (fbrmore detailreaders are referred to Moon and Fitzgerald [5]and
Fitzgerald and Moon[1]). The discussion in section fivecompaLres
the empirical
results
with
the prescriptionsin the literature
and
the finalsection
odifbrs some
conclusions.

2. pmrameworksforPerformanceMeasurement'
Traditionalperformance measurement
systems
which
indicatorshave been criticised for their failureto measure
indicators which

fe/cuslargelyon financial
and

monitor

non-financial

and
flexibility...
questions about
quality, service
more
appropriate
forthe customer-oriented
strategies
that have emerged
(andare)
during the past decade"(Nanniet al. [6]).
In respQnse
to this dissatisfactiona number
of performance measurement
frameworks have been developed within the lastfive
are outlined
below.
years. Three ofthese
"directly

answer

...
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ofManagement

The Perfor,nance Ilyramid
The performance pyramid (Lynch and
mance

dimensions;market

on nine

[4])
proposes

Cross

divisions
in the pyramid (seeexhibit 1) represent
and

we

financial
measures,

satisfaction,

tion, flexibility,
productivity, quality, delivery,process time

tional strategy

that

and

perfbr-

measure

customer

waste.

satisfac-

The horizontal

levelswith organisabeing linked by translating objectives, based on cus-

operations

tomer priorities, from the top down

performance

and

organisational

from the bottom

measures

up.

Objectives
TheVision

Market
Satisfaction
Customer
Satisfaction

Quality

Financial
Measures

Flexibility

Measures

Productivity

ProcessTime

Delivery

Cost

Operations

Exhibit 1

:

71hePerfornzance
llyramid

At the top levela ivision'
forthe businessis articulated by corporate management.
defined in
This is translated at the next levelinto individual businessunit ohjectives
market
and
financialterms; that is,in the
of money'.
Strategiesare then
developedformeeting
these objectives and translated at the third levelinto objectives
definedin temis of customer
satisfaction,
fiexibility
and
of
productivity.the
money
into specific
and things'.At the base of the pyramid objectives are converted
operational
criteria:
cycle
time, waste,
language ofthings'.
quality, delivery,
`language

`laiiguage

`the

The

model

effbctiveness
such

as

market

both extemal
effbctiveness
and
internal efficiency.
can be tracked down the leftside of the pyramid, with
market
share
being supported
by the building blocks of customer
addresses

and

flexibility.
The righthand

and

services

with

External
measures
satisfaction

internalefficiency in producing the goods
being supported
by productivity and flexibility.

side measures

financialmeasures
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77ieBalanced Scorecard
The second
framework is the Balanced Scorecard(Kaplanand Norton 13],see exhibin a balanced way from four
it 2). It proposes that performance should be measured
the internal businessperspective (what
alternative
perspectives - that of customers,
to improve and create
we
excel
at), innovation and
learning(canwe continue
must
Supplementing
value),
and the financialperspective (how do we lookto shareholders).
from three
with
criteria that measure
traditional financial measures
performance
results
while
simultanecompanies
to track financial
additional
perspectives enables
ously
monitoring
progress in buildingcapabilities and acquirimg the intangible assets
select
a limitednumneeded
forfuturegrowth. The framework implies that mangers
within
strategic
objectives,
ber of critical indicators,grounded in the organisation's
each
ofthe
four perspectives.

Financial

Perspective

GoalsMeasures

docustomersseeus.?

Hbw

do

lookto

we

shareholders.?

IPVhatmust

we

excel

at?

Internal Business
Perspective

CustomerPerspective

GoalsMeasures

GoalsMeasures

Innovation and
Learning Perspective
GoalsMeasures

Can we continue to
i)mproveand create
value?

Exhibit 2: 71heBalancedScorecard
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Dimensionsof
Performance

TYpesofMeasures

Competitiveness

Relativemarketshareandposition
Salesgrowth

Measuresofthecustomerbase
RESULTS

Profitability
Liquidity
Capitalstructure

Financialperflormance

Marketratios

Qualityofservice

Reliability
Responsiveness
Aestheticslappearance
Cleanlinessltidiness
Comfort
Friendliness

Communication
Courtesy
Competence

AccessAvailability
Security

DETERMINANTSFlexibility

Volumeflexibility

Deiiveryspeedflexibility
Specificationflexibility
Resourceutilisation

Productivity
Efficiency

lnnovation

Performanceoftheinnovation
proeess

Performanceofindividual
imovations

Exhibit 3

:

7he Results and

DeternzintsMatrix

determinants firamework (Fitzgerald
et al [2])
has been developed
from research in the service sector, though it could be applied justas easily to the
manufacturing
sector. It proposes six generic dimensions of performance; competitive
utilisation,
perfbrmance, financialperformance, quality of service, flexibilityresource
and
innovation. These six dimensions fa11into two conceptually
differentcategories
of the chosen
(seeexhibit 3).Measures of the firsttwo refiect the success or
`determinants'
strategy,
while
the other fourfactorsare
of competitive
success.
While
The

results

and

,

`results'

all companies

will

wish

to

measure

the

results

ofimplementing

their strategy,

the

mix

In consequence,
factorsthat determine that strategic
success
will vary.
there may
be relatively little
difference
between companies'
definitions
and use
of competitivemeasures
ness and financial
but their measures
of determinants and
the weightings
applied
will
diflbracoording'to
their strategy. This framework addresses
the `shortof
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the
temism' criticism frequently levelledat financiallyfocused reports by emphasising
may
not
hit the bottom line in the
notion that improvements in quality.forexample,
future
by customers
current
period, but if these quality improvements are valued
results
financial
will reflect this.
frameSome common
threads emerge
from the three performance measurement
First,that performance measures
should
be linked to corporate
strategy;
secworks.
competitor
comond
that they should includeboth external (customer
service type and
third, they should
include both financial
and
nonparisons) and intemal measures;
imancialmeasures
and finally
that there needs to be a balance ofmeasures.

3. CharaeteristicsoftheServieeSector
Service businesses are not homogeneous; the service
sector is diverseembracing
retail
businesses, health care, catering
and conununicatourism, frnancial
services,
tions.There are some
commonalties
among
these organisations
which
have been used
to identify three generic service archetypes:
professional services, service shops and
in exhibit
mass
seivices (Silvestro
et al [8]).
Theirkey characteristics are represented
4. Previous research
suggests
that the service
archetype
influences the measurement
mechanisms
for service quality, the scope for providing flexibility
and
the means
by
which
flexibility
is provided (Fitzgerald
et al [2]).
The current study explores this further
al

by

comparing

the performance

(ArthurAndersen) and

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW{

a mass

measurement

service

system

(TNT),the two

adopted
extre]me

within

a

profession-

archetypes.

{

Colltacttime
Customisation
Discretien
People focus
Front offiee orientated
Process orientated

{

Centact time
Customisaton
Discretien
People/Equipment
Front office/Back oence
ProcessMroduct
Contact time
Customisaton
Discretion
Equipment focus
Back office orientated
Product orientatedLow
Number

Exhibit 4

:

of

customers

proeessed

by a typical unit

Mgh
day

per

ServiceClassijfcation
Scheme
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range

deliveryprocesses, mixes
four key featureswhich
distinguish
of service

inputs and types of output,
there is a set of
them from manufacturing
and infiuence the approaches
to control
and
performance
measurement.
These featuresare simultaneity,
intanperishabilty, heterageneityand
and
together they pose extra strains on service managers
in
gibilty (Shostack [7]).
terms of identifyingwhat
to measure
and
in particularwhen
and
how to measure
perof

formance.
The production and consumption
of many
services
are
simultaneous;
fbr example,
receiving
tax planning advice. The customer
has to be there during the process. Most
services
therefore cannot
be counted, measured,
inspeeted, tested or verified
in
advance
of sale for subsequent
deliveryto the customer. Second,while having excess
capaeity
can enable
any organisation
to respond
to fiuctuationsin demand, services
are perishable;a delivery
vehicle'sjourney
cannot
be stored, for TNT spare capacity in
a van
at one end of the country
is not transferable to the other end of the country.
Controlling quality and matching
supply
to demand are, therefore, key management
by the presence ofthe customer
durproblems in services which are often exacerbated
ing the service deliveryprocess. Third, many
services
have a high labour content,
parConsequently the standard
ticularlyprofessional services.
of service may
vary;
the service outputs
are heterogeneous. This places particularpressures on the measurement
and control systems
to try to ensure consistent quality from the same
employee
from
day to day and to gain comparability
of perfbrmance between employees.
Finally most
services,

unlike

manufacturing

outputs,

are

intangible.
When buying censultancy

ser-

forexample,

there are tangible measures
of performance
such
as the completion
but other less tangible factorssuch as the helpfulnessand
of the project on schedule
responsiveness
of the staff during the process infiuences the overall level of customer
satisfaction.
Identifiyingwhat
the customer
values
from the complex
mix
of tangible
the process difficult
to control.
goods and intangible services makes
vices,

4. CaseStudies
4.1 ArthurAndensen
Baefeground
The Arthur Andersen World-wide organisation
is one of the largest Accountancy
and
Consulting firms in the world employing
over 80,OOO people world-wide
with
offices in over 75 countries.
The partnership provides a comprehensive
range
of financial and
businesses services
to clients.
Andersen's has a reputation
forthe breadth,
depth and excellence of the financialservices which
it offers itsmany
and
varied
clients.
They provide Audit & Business Advisory Services, Financial, Taxation and
13
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Business Consultancy to businesses and individuals.The case focuses on one of the
ten regional
Arthur Andersen operate in the UK. All offices prooffices through which
vide
a fu11range
of services
although
the mix of those services varies from regional
oMce
to regional
oMce,
to central databases and there is great stress
all have access
on knowledge sharing
to improve processes and customer
service.
Although staff are
attached
to a particularoffice there is some fiexibility
of movement
between oflices for
specified periods to ¢ over temporary staff shortfa11s
or forparticular jobssuch as corwhere
staff
with
specific
areas
of expertise
may
need
to be brought
porate recovery
together

at

fairlyshort

Andersen'soperate

notice.

firm concept"
throughout the partnership, they guarantee
their quality ofservice
across the world. One partner has overall responsibility
forany
one
client
whatever
the mix of services required
by the client and that partner has the
authority
to command
resources
world-wide,
ifnecessary. Standard methodologies
and
a

"one

with
all staff undergoing
extensive
training
planning procedures are used world-wide,
to give a uniform
level of high quality in systems,
processes and people. They have
invested in a
Best Practice Knowledge Database" giving access to leading edge
businesspractices from around
the world
to enhance
client
service.
The partnership
has seen constant
on a world-wide
basis.Critical
to the
grewth and profitsare shared
success
of the partnership isoffering a consistently
high quality of service, in terms of
managing
the technical task and managing
the relationship
with the client through
culture, quality and
approach
throughout the worldproviding censistent standards,
wide
The financialstrengt]h of Andersen'sin terms of profitability and
organisation.
the ability
growth is dependent on providing this high levelof service. In this market
to do the technical jobisan
qualifYing criteria", a necessary
pre-condition. The
"order
winning
criteriaf'
which
Andersen's believe differentiateit in the market
place
are its reputation,
its style and quality of service offered and its world-wide
partner"Global

"order

ship

network.

An issuethat places significant demands on the perfbrmance monitoring
and measurement
systems
used,
is the factthat every jobis different,
some
lastinga few days
to

others

lasting several

first

`event'

within

here;retaining
evidence
responsible
and

of

any

established

months.

There

jobis actually
clients

and

are,

however,

some

common

The

elements.

gaining the business.There is a dual aspect
recruiting
new
ones.
Established clients have
so the task is to maintain
the client 1 partner

the previous quality of work,
relationship.
Potential clients

are

targeted at partner planning meetings

or partner visits
presentations,social events, sponsorships,
accordingly.
Whilst the expenses of these initiativesare easily measured
tiveness, in terms ofgetting
business is not.
various

are

arranged

their effec-
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business, Andersens devote considerable
at the outset
in
energy
trying to defineexactly what the client wants,
the time scale involvedand the budget,
recognising
that clients have diflbrent
expectations
and
that a
client"
pays up
readily
and
will repeat
business. This is formally recorded
in a letterof engagement
which
can be referred
to during the contract period. The feasibility
of producing a letter of engagement
is partly a function of the service offbred; for example
it is much
more
difflcultto forecast the complexities,
and
hence the time needed,
on a corporate
new

"happy

jobcompared

recovery

with

a routine

audit.

the work, the team allocated to the job,
through the jobscheduling
system,
will refiect
the nature
and perceived complexity
of the job.
Progress of each job
is measured
against
the job budget; this gives early warning
of potential problems
such as whether
thejob is likelyto overrun because itslevelofcomplexity
was underestimated
or because of staff problems. It is important that this reviewing
process
takes place during thejob
so that any
problems or issues can be identified and
resolved
immediately.On completion
of an assignment,
the partner responsible
will
formallymeet with the client to diseusstheir perceptions of the work done and the
In

carrying

quality

out

provided.

of service

PeTltbrmance measurement
s:ystem
Each Arthur Andersen partner
world-wide

organisation,

so

owns

it is not

in the
that,

shares

surprising

overall

at a

by the
profits made
partnership level,fees
In the long run these

are
keenly and regularly
monitored.
profitsmade
depend,though, on the ability ofArthur Andersen to delivera quality service. The service is highly labour intensive with a large proportion of staff having direct contact
with
clients.
Apart from the post-completion client visit describedabove, the performance
measurement
systems
predominately focuson stafft For monitoring
purposes
earned

and

staff are
and

classified

administration)

staff

do. There

are

as

`support'

Support staff (forexample,
charged
directly
to clients

`practice'.

or

do not have their time
fourlevelsof practice staff; partners, managers,

defined roles within
ty implications, these roles dictate the

in personnel
practice

while

seniors

and

assis-

Apart from their senioriamount
of time that should
to
be charged
clients; for example,
to devote time to gaining new businesspartners are expected
directlyto
practice development - thus, less of their time is planned to be charged
clients
than, say, managers
whose
role
is predominately deliveringthe service to
clients. [Dwo sets of performance measures
fo11ownaturally from the staff classification;headeount and chargeable
time.
tants

each

with

Headcount
ratio
of the

the

clearly

or
number

organisation.

the pyramid" is a key issue for control

"managing

of

partners

to

managers

to

seniors

to

assistants

and

refers
employed,

to the
see
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5. Andersen's have a clear notion, developedover the years, of
and
the pyramid which will lead to profitability
growth.

exhibit

of

Exhibit5

an

ideal shape

71heArthurAndersenStaffl5,ramid

:

Chargeable time is the amount
of staff
time which is directlycharged to a client.
of chargeable
time. As with the
Each staff layerin the pyramid has a target amount
shape
of the pyramid these chargeable
time targets have been builtup from experience within
the organisation.
There is an acknowledgement
that although
exceeding
ifthis was at the expense
of
the targets may lead to increased short term profitability,
forexample,
training, itmay
leadto a fa11in longerterm quality and hence profitability.

As

stated

career

structure.

future.This is
er",

the pyramid provides all practice staff with
Staff who jointhe organisation
are
under

above

"it's

everyone;

"an

up

or out

the process

lesserextent

organisation",

Regular

a meritocracY'.

and

"you

counselling

regularity

of staff

Partners
rewards

review
worked
committee

are

with

are reviewed

every

directlyrelated

two years

to this

by divisionhead, managing
The

with.
and

results

this

of

committee

review.

the partner
The firstpart

takes

are
a

defined

and

any

evaluation
of

partner they

a central

view

system.

Financial

the process is a peer group

other

passed to

comparative

no

manner.

via

partner

this review

clearly

illusions as to the
are betterpaid but have to work
hardand performance appraisal
is provided for
evaluation
varies with staff grade and to
staff find this process threatening but

division.Initially, some
there is general consensus
that it is used in a positive
a

a very

on

may

have

(world-wide)review
partner performance
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between partners is maintained

equity

on

a

basis.

world-wide

Every manager
has a strictly confidential annual review with his counselling
partner. The process is driven by an annual
reporting
document; sections of this document
are completed
by the manager
prior to interview. The personnel department add factual details such as courses
attended
and
by the
planned and the form is completed
counselling
ofthis process is an agreed
set
partner during the interview. The outcome
ofactions,
by the individualmanager
and the firm,to achieve
obiectives
for future personal
and
career
development. Target dates fbr achieving
the actions are agreed and
responsibility
forthe firmsactions isassigned to a particularindividual.
Seniors

jobby

they
have been working
for.The document used te discussperfbrmance is a rating form:
is the primary piece of documentation which prevides evidence of individuals perfor- across
mance
the board performance". The fbrm contains
detailed questions grouped
into six areas: Technical Ski11s,Qualityof Work Product, Job Ownership and Wrapup, People Development,CIientService,
and
Professional
Attributes.
and

assistants

are

evaluated

after every

the

manager

or senior

"it

An

isprovided

form with

from
is below what is expected
of an individuperformance" to
al at the levelof experience
both in the present joband the requirement
te demonstrate
long term potentialfor progression within
the firm",this latterrating would
be
problematic fbr an individual.Extensive guidance notes are provided forthe reviewer
responsible
fbr completing
the form. The sources of information suggested
for the
reviewer
are the quality of the work
and observation
of the
product, client's comments
individual in action. The review process is treated seriously, clear advice is givenon
conducting
the review
discussion which
includes giving
praise and thanks for work
well done and providing constructive
criticism where
appropriate.
There is an emphasis on
asking
for and listeningto individual'sviews. The outcome
is a rating forthe
individualplus a series of suggestions forimproving pembrmance.
overall

evaluation

"exceptional

Secretarialstaff
cal

competence

"Far

exceeds

cation

of

the

at

end

of

the

a ranking

scale

"Performance

are evaluated

to personal

every

appearance

Job Requirements"

training needs

The importancewhich

which

to

three

conduct.

and

5

could

Andersens

"Does

months.

The
The

review

outcome

ranges

is a

from technirating from 1

Not Meet Job Requirements",plus identifi-

improve

skills.

to staff appraisal is evidenced
by the time
devoted to the appraisal process, the frequency of appraisals
and the positiveway
in
which
they are used. This is captured
in the declarationat the top of every appraisal
attach
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form;
"lt

isthe Firm's poliay to develqpthe

ees to their

competence

and

creative

ability

ofallitsemplqy-

fitllest
potential."

4.2 TIVT
Bacaground

TNT is an international
group principallyengaged

in freight transportation. TNT
was
firstestablished
in the UK in 1978, and now approximately
one
seventh
of its
TNT
world-wide
workforce
are
employed
there. The case study is concerned
with
Express Delivery Services,which
oflbrs
a comprehensive
range
of nation-wide
door to
service
door express deliveryservices throughout the UK. The most expensive
provided is the NlextDay before
9.00 a.m. service, cheaper
variants
including AlextDay before
10.30 a.m., IVbxtDay bEforeNoon. and ATlaxt
Dq:y (timeunspecified).
The

critical

success

factorfbr TNT is to deliver the goods

rjght

place

at

the

delivery is possible,then
operations
need
to ensure
that the deliveryactually takes place at the required time
and
Success in this area is dependent on a carefu11y
place. Reliabilityis essential.
system
and a smooth
operational
flow.Fundamental to successplanned operational
fu1,reliable delivery is the extent ofTNT's
ofthe
UK, and hence
geographical coverage
itsnumber
of potential customers.
This is straightfbrwardly
dependent on the number, size and locationofthe depots.
right

The

time. If marketing

to the

claim

at the

point

of

sale

that

a

is structured
like a giant wheel, with a central hub
and a set of spokes
(motorways and major trunk roads) running between the hub and
the outer rim. On this outer rim are 28 depots,situated strategically around the country with each of these diepots
having a clearly defined,non-overlapping
territory,se
that the whole of the UK is broken-up across the･28 responsibility
centres,
thereby
ensuring
nation-wide
coverage.
Every weekday,
each depot is responsible
forthe coand
in their terrkory wish to send.
ordination
collection of all packages that customers
These are sorted at the depot,those fbr deliveryin the same territory being retained
separately.
[I]he
remainder
are packecl into largetrailers(trunks)
which
are then driven to the hub. Depots might
send
anything
from one to ten trunks each night, though
arrival
times at the hub, and therefore departuretimes at the depots,are coordinated
centrally
in an extensive
computerised
scheduling
exercise.
On arrival at the hub the
trunks are unloaded,
again
accerding
to strictly controlled schedules, and parcels are
mechanically
sorted by destination on the purpose built conveyors.
The reverse
process
then takes place with trunks being loaded with parcels for delivery in a particular
operational

system

adopted
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prior to

region,
unloaded,

and

the

making

the parcels

of

Acceunting,

to
journeys

return

sorted

Management

into appropriate

1997

depot,where they are again
deliveryrounds in time for the 9

each

deadlinesthat morning.

o'clock

Responsibilityfbr the smooth
running
of this system
essentially
fa11son the General
Manager for network
operations
at the hub, and
on the 28 depot management
teams
at the rim. Within each
depot there resides
a depot general manager,
who
has overall
responsibility,
manager
an operations
and a financeand administration
manager.
It is
these individuals,
then, who effectively control the fortunes of the organisation,
and
whose
actions will determine how near
TNT come to achieving the strategic objectives
of

and growth
profitability

tTlhe
peiformance

via coverage

and

reliability.

system

measurement

parcel deliveryservice in the UK
Gaining and sustaining such a market position has obvious implicationsforprofitability and growth. These are monitored
regularly
at Board levelthrough an analysis
of
the management
accounts
against
targets. Profitabilityand growth, though, are the
results of suceess
rather than the determinants of success. Critical
to beingsuccessfu1
is the quality of service offered: are parcels delivered to the right place at the right
time? Customers will be quick to change
their allegiance
ifreliability
is questionable.
Accordingly,a key performance indicator measured
on a weekly
basisis the overall
of consignments
delivered on time
performance; the number
expressed
as a percentage of the totalnumber
of consignments
booked. The actual performance level achieved
is compared
with
the prior week's perfbrmance and with the
company
target.For this to be sustained by the depots,itis imperative that the hub is
operating
effbctively. As such, the company
monitors
the
on a daily
basis, with updated
throughout the night to act as an early
predictions being made
warning
system.
Currentlythe company
target is 3.00 a.m., it being estimated
that
every
15 minutes
beyond this will sigriificantly
increase TNT's cost due to consequent
money
back guarantees or the need forsome depotsto employ
sub-contractors
to meet
the deliverydeadlines.
TNT's

mission

is to be the

number

one

express

"delivery-on-time"

"end-ofsort-time"

At the depot level,four separate performance measurement
mechanisms
are used.
Although each one carries implications for the other three, there is no formalisedconnection
made.
The fbur relate to (i)
the depot overall, (ii)
sales,
deliveries,
and
(iii)
(iv)
finance and administration.
hdt
11
(i)LT!ge-gepQ!LQy!
The

need

to generate

a

profrt at the

company

depots,A detailedProfitand Loss statement

level is driven down directlyto the
is produced weekly fbreach depot show-
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ing itsresults foreach week in that quarter, and the cumulative
actual against
buda memorandum
is sent out to all Depot General Managers from the
get. Each week
Managing Director.This memorandum
focusesexclusively on the revenue
and profits
"league
earned
by individual depots, these being displayedin the form of
tables" in
mention
order of actual profitsachieved
forthat quarter. Specific
ismade of the top six
forthe week, and all the managers
earning
in excess of budgeted profits
profitmakers
for their depot.The memorandum
isnot perceived as a document to be taken lightly.

(ii)Sales
The transference of

corporate

forgrowth to sales

objectives

are

As part
adopted

a

of

encouraged

their overall

formal customer

high a volume
of
dependent on size,
targets is rewarded

issimple. All

possible,in accordance
with
nationally
set price schedules
weight,
distanceand location.
Actual perfbrmance against sales
on a commission
basis, though
this is not adjusted
for any delays or shortfa11s
relating
to debt collectability. In addition to standard
commissions,
bonus prizes are awarded
forthose employees
exhibiting outstanding
sales perfbrmance. Further incehtives are available
forsales leads initiated by non-sales
staff: For example,
drivers are paid 10% ofthe firstfbur weeks revenue from any new
customer
introducedby their actions.
concerned

to make

employees

as

marketing
care

sales

as

TNT Express Delivery Services have
forwhich it has gained awards
from the
of their Commitment
to Customer Care

strategy,

programme,

Motor Transport industrial sector. A copy
statement
is shown
as exhibit
6. Performance against this standard
is monitored
regularly,partly on an informalbasis,partly as a by-productof other parts of the perfbrmance
measurement
system,
and
comprehensive
For
checks.
partly by
example,
outside organisations
are employed
to research TNT's perfbrmance by sending consignments
through the system.
This tests out TNT's claims that they will
and
within
six rings",
your incoming telephone calls promptly, courteously
that the parcel will be properly collected, weighed,
Iabelled and delivered,
that invoicing will be clear and easily understood,
and any queries dealtwith eMciently.
"random"

"answer
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Our Commitment

to Customer Care
eWe

will

your

angwer

incoming telephone caf!s promptly,

courteeusly

and

within

six

mngs.

eWhen

you

calling

will

for.irrespeclive
of
the reason foryour

eA

team

be made

aeceunt.

This enables

will

TNT

a

Express
weeks
to

six

directly

speak

having to

the TNT

with

your

state

name.

person you
your eompany

ask
or

te

a

and

that

sales

after

you

eustomer.
ensure

responsible

establash

of sa]es

telephene sales person dedicated to a defined
forthe day to dayhandling of yeur
sound
business relationship
and
provide you

one

and

persenally

us

levels

unpaTalleled

every

te

able
without

fieldsales person

of one
area

eAs

and

call.

postcode
with

be

always

seniority

be

will

we

servyce.
on

contacted

maintain

a

a

basis

regular

liaisonand

close

Ieast

at

provide

once

in

excellence

cuBtomercare.

eShould
made

we

failto

ever

your

meeting

your consignment
time criteria wherever

cellect

orlgnal

as agreed

wi11ensure

we

possible

at

no

cost

extra

deliveryis
to you.

eWe

their consignment
against
documenpledge te cheek your eollectod eonsignments
tation and to verify the number
of items. their weight.
destination,selected service
level and postcode,we will then ensure that all your parcelsare accurately
routed
and

deliveredon time.

eIn the

that we mis-direct
one of your pareels, we guarantee
the shorte$t
possibletime at no extra cost to you.

event

unlikely

the item directwithin

eWe willprovide
days

365

a

confirmation

eTNT

will

eOur

be

be clear

always

invoicing

regarding

enquiries

or

accounts

and

easily

and

24 hours a day,
Tracker Personal
day.

working

Any

understood.

be quickly

will

deliver

query you

efficiently

may

All

resolved.

to immediately.

reBponded

for safe and secure handling enables us to offer Eree Transit Liability
to E15,OOO per consignment
with confidence, providing extra peace of mind

reputation

cover

of up

fbr you.
the

unlikely

response

will

tionwi]1 be

e

is available

efdelivery

of delivery information
-TNT
telephone response
system
immediately on request
the next

eonfirmation

aceess

automatic

Express invoieingwill

have

eln

instant

year via our

to

event
that you have to
be forwarded to you within

to

undertaken

resolve

any

make

24

a

claim.

we

hours and

that

guarantee

ifnecessary,

a

a written

fu11investiga-

claim.

We will communicate
with you regularly
developments and to 6eek your opinion

to ensure
on

the

that you are fu11yinformed of
we
provide.our people and

services

our
eur

standards.

eAll TNT

guarantee

we

tude
we

employees

helpfu1

cient,

or

read

will replyto

are

and

our

ambassaders

courteous

that
manner

at

and

they

are

Despite the

trained

rarity

the
will

of

te be

eM-

complaints,

behaviour,attibe taken up and

24 hours.

within

'CILj

times

about
you ever complain
TNT person. the issue

should
of' any

you

all

Ie;d

iTl
om

CUSTOMERCAerAWARD

N

i:"

.,VC･ViT

m"'

T"v

WINNER

Beiii

Managing Dipeclop,TNT EHppess Detive"ySevvices.

Exhibit 6

:

The TNT Customer Care Statement
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(iii)Deliveries
Delivery performance is reported in the weekly
7 Star Service Performanee Report.
In keeping with other TNT Express systems,
this is set out in the fbrm of a league
table,depots being ranked in descendingorder of delivery-on-time
performance. This
is the firstofthe seven indicatorsincluded. [Vhe others are the proportion of
the propor(wherethe whole system has broken down fora particular consignment),
tion of deliveries
that result in credit notes or that are unmatched
with invoices,
the
the number
oflate
trunks (thatis,trunks arriving late at the
proportion of misroutes,
hub and therefore potentiallydelayingthe end of sort time), and the amounts
of loss
"failures"

claims
are

and

circulated

damage

claims

expressed

that present

There is incentive scheme
cent

achieved

detailed analysis

more

based

being compared

target.Meeting this standard

percent

as a

with

on

a

Further weekly

of revenue.
about

each

ofthe

categories

delivery-on-time performance,

depot specific,

regularly

the

monitored

reports
above.

actual

and

per-

updated,

period earns a bonus for the
depot manager
and a furtherbonus to be shared
out across
the team. Poor performance
on delivery does not only impact personal bonuses, however, it also leads to
adverse
charges.
Each depot will be charged
fbr any lossand
profitand lossaccount
damage claims for which
itis responsible,
hired as
will footthe billforsub-contractors
a result
of misroutes,
and will be fined£ 500 for each
trunk that is lateon arrival at
the hub (unlessthere are mitigating
circumstances
outside
the depot's or driver'scontrol).
on average

(iv) Financeandadministration
The monitoring
and evaluation

over

a

four week

the financeand administration
function
again
involves the circulation
of regular
league tables detailingthe finance and
administration
basis.The focus of these
performance fbr each depot on a monthly
reports
is almost
exclusively
on
the level of outstanding
sales
Iedger balances. Thus,
there are reports ordered by debtorsweeks, and by the percentage of debt over 60 days
old. Again, related financial
bonus schemes
operate.
process

of

5. Diseussion
Although the two

organisations

in very

striking

similarities

systems

they have

diflbrent
service

sectors,

there

are

for performance measurement.
Beth organisations
attach
line',profitsbeing
great importance to the
regularly
monitored
at top level.
Both,however, recogriise this as the `results'
of success rather than the
Thus, both Arthur Andersen and TNT incorporate
a range
of financialand
non-financial
measures,
and use
both internal and external
measures
of perfbrmance. This is consistent
with
the prescriptions of the literature
some

in the

operate

adopted

`bottom

`determinants'.
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in section 2. There is an implicitbalance between the range of perfbrmance
used,
their beliefis that ifthe "determinants"
of performance,
such
as ser-

outlined
measures

quality

vice

Management

of

and

positionwill

efliciency,

are

monitored

and

then profitability
and

controlled

market

result.

linkedto corporate
strategy
which
seems
to
reinforce
the organisation's
critical success
factorsto all employees.
At Arthur
Andersen, internal perceptions indicatethat the firm'sstrategy is very well underIn

each

performance

case,

the

throughout

stood

measures

Individuals understand

organisation.

forthe

are

their individual and

collec-

this is
clearly motivating
individual performance.
surprises"
was
a recurring
phrase during our research interviews; the idea being that if you keep clients fu11yinformed of
issues or problems during the process of a project, for example
taking an aggressive
stand
on a tax issue the outcome
should
not come
as a shock.
The sarne
surprises"
the staff reviewing
regular
philosophy underpins
process with the rating forms giving
feedback prior to the annual
or six monthly
reviews.
These rating fbrms are a recurring
featureof lifeat Andersens. As one employee commented,
are rated
as soon
as you walk
through the door",comprehensively,
from how you dressand conduct your
relationships
with
colleagues
and clients to your technical skills. The rating
fbrms also
tive responsibility

reputation,

style and

quality of the

organisation

and

"No

"no

"you

reinforce

the

emphasis

"we

tell

people

on

all

client

the

time

service,

the

as

one

focus is the

partner
elient,

we

explained;

are

about

elient

forms right down to assistant
rating
forms are on technieal skills and
know all the time that elient service is of fundamental importance
aspects are going to be critical to their own advancement
in the firm"

In

fashion, TNT

similar

needs

to

ensure

service,

and

our

rating

They
they learn what

c]ient

service.

that it deliversthe goods at the

right

time

throughout the organisation.
Almost all
place.This iswell understood
the overriding
need
to
the service level right",
personnel interviewed mentioned
and could
see how their own
roles, whether
in management,
sales, operations,
or
administration,
helped with this objective.
The specific
sets
of (functional)
perforand

to the

right

"get

mance

measures

also

ple, operations'

diffbrent
aspects
of TNT's corporate
strategy. For examhave a clear focuson deliveries-on-time,sales' measures
on

measures

echoed

In both Arthur Andersen and TNT the benchmarks fbr comparing
are
internally generated. While extemal
benchmarks might
performance results
desirable,
these are not available in the public domain foreither organisation.
volumes

achieved.

Qualityof

be

then, is seen as critical. Section 3 proposed that the service
archetype
would
influence the measurement
mechanisms
for service quality. Evidence
from the two cases supports this.Both organisations
recognise
that service quality
means
more
than saying
anice
day',it is the entire package, the goods, the tanservice,

`have
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gible
physical objects

that

are

used

Perfomance Measurement

the

within

service

system

or removed

from itby

the customer;
the environment
where
the service takes place and the service provided.
For a
service
likeArthur Andersen this means
measuring
the quality of
from initialcontact
and
beyond, which
is
the customer
experience
to jobcompletion
done by a partner who has overall responsibility
forplanning and co-ordinating all the
services on behalfof his/her client. [l]his
customer
perception of the quality of service
with
an internal review
of the staff involvedin the service proviprovided is matched
"mass"
sion evaluating
a range
of technical and
service
likeTNT
personal ski11s. For a
the critical success factoris to deliverthe goods to the right place at the right time so
a key performance indicator,keenly monitored,
is
time delivery".
In addition they
have adopted
a formal customer
care
this stanprogramme and perfbrmance against
checks
dard is monitored
regularly,
by intemal management
and the use of
shoppers'.
The essential diffbrence
in the measurement
of quality forthese two organifor every
customer
sations, then, is that for Arthur Andersen quality is measured
whereas
TNT relies on sampling,
a directresult
of the differing
sizes
of the customer
base. The mechanisms
and
measures
for monitoring
service
quality at Arthur
Andersen and TNT are summarised
in exhibit 7.
"professional"

"on

`mystery

Qi!Qljtiy

ArthurAndersen

Measure

contractfulfilmentontimedelivery

TNT

Mechanism
Internal

staffratingformsdeliverystatistics

Extemal

clientevaluationmysteryshopper,

Exhibit 7

interview
:

QualdyMeasures

custemersurveys

Mechanisms

and

Section3 also suggests that there is a linkbetween the service archetype and the
scope fbrand means
of providing flexibility.
The perishabilityof services
implies that
managing
capacity
is important; there is a need to respond
to fiuctuations
in demand
whilst
keeping costs under
control.
Flexibility
is fashionable,
but it is used by managers to mean
differentthings. There are three types of flexibility:
volume,
delivery
speed

and

three types

specification
of

et al [2]).
For
(Fitzgerald

a

professional

flexibility
is important, dealingwith peaks
widely
diffbringcustomer
needs
in terms

of

firm, providing

all

demand (volumefiexibili-

times
project completion
speed flexibility)
and designinga customised
(delivery
projeetfor each client (specification flexibility).
The key to providing flexibility
in Arthur Andersen is the extensive

ty),

satisfying

of
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the one-firm
concept,
many
courses
are run
on an international
basisso employees
have the opportunity
to meet and study with
colleagues
from around
the world. This in turn provides consistent
standards
throughtraining provided to

out

to

offlces and

staff

consequently

In keeping

Accounting, 1997

with

facilitates
both project and

between oMces

staff sharing

in providing flexibility
faced by a
service likeTNT are somewhat
different.
In the short term, volume flexibility
can be
managed
by hiring extra delivery vans, but in the longer term volume
flexibility
can
only
be met with increased capacity in the whole
system,
through perhaps a larger
hub or additional,
smaller
hubs on a localised basis (recently,
central
TNT have
indeed opened
a second
hub in the south-east
for London specific fireight).
There is
limited scope forvarying
deliveryspeed such as a fasterprocessing time to meet spesatisfy

customer

cific customer

needs.

needs,

The problems

or a customised

"mass"

service

to satisfy a particular

requirement,

is being provided. Exhibit8 summarises
ferences in providing service level flexibility.
While both organisations
mechanisms
for providing fiexibility,
neither
formally measure
this aspect.
of fiexibility
does not really lend itself
to regular, routine reporting.
essentially

a standardised

these difi

service

TeofFlexibilit

ArthurAndersen

since

employ

The

seme
nature

TNT

highdegreeofflexibility limitedflexibility

Volume
mechanism

world-wide

transferabilityofstaff

sub-contracting
collectionsand

deliveries
DeliverySpeed

littleflexibility-average

someflexibility

responsetimesbuiltinto

thesystem

jobscheduling,

mechanism

stafftransferability

deliveryspeedgoverned
bythe(limited)product
range

Specification

highdegreeofflexibility

mechanism

customisedserviceis

providedforeach

littlefiexibility
standardisedproduct
range

customer

Exhibit 8

:

Scope forProviding IiTexibilit:y
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Couclusions

a

systems
within
This paper has investigated
the performance measurement
adopted
- one a professionalservice,
the other a mass service two successfu1 UK organisations
and compared
them in the lightof theoreticalprescriptions from performance measurement
frameworks in the literature.There are three common
properties of the system and two areas of divergence.The common
properties are clarity; there is clear
the percommunication
of strategy
to individuals within the organisation,
consistency;
adopted
support
the corporate
strategy,
and range;
both organisaformance measures
non-financial
dimensions as
tions measure
of financialand
performance over a range
advocated
in the literature.
These companies
recognise
that performance measureand
that what gets measured
ment
is an essential part of any feedback control system
Unsurprisingly, the measures
of
are fairly
consistent
between
gets managed.
in terms ofmarket
share
and repeat business, and finanbusinesses;
competitiveness,
in the
cial performance in terms of profrt and liquidity.
Difflerences,
though, emerge
mechanisms
used
to measure
to providing flexibility,
the how
quality and the appreach
"results"

ofperformance

measurement.

The paper has focused on identifyingthe dimensions ofperformanee
to be measured
and the influencesof businessarchetype
on the mechanisms
used. This is only the
firststage of the management
control process.These measures
need to form part of a
where
or targets are set for measures,
of tarcontrol system
standards
aehievement
action
and corrective
taken; a feed-for"ward/ feed-back control sysgets is monitored
tem. Further case study based research
intosuch control systems across all three service businessarchetypes
would
be fruitfu1in providing further insights to the theory
measurement.
In addition,
such
studies
might
examine
practice of perfbrmance
whether
there is any evidence
that trade-offs between differentpembrmance measures
leadto conflicts within an organisation; forexample conflicts between cost and quality
of service, or between short-term
and medium
or long-term performance.
and
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